eLTG

Basic knowledge of linear motion technology

From basic physical principles to products, applications and design basics – this eLearning course is the ideal choice if you plan to attend intermediate training courses.

CONTENTS
- Introduction to linear motion technology
- Structure, function and uses of profiled rail systems
- Structure, function and uses of linear bushings and shafts
- Structure, function and uses of screw drives
- Structure of linear motion systems
- Overview of ready-to-install linear motion systems

LEARNING TARGET
- Being familiar with the physical and theoretical principles of linear motion technology
- Knowing the structure, function and uses of linear motion components
- Selecting appropriate linear motion components

PREREQUISITE
- Technical understanding
- PC with Internet access, Flash Player 10 or higher: http://get.adobe.com/de/flashplayer
- Email address for personal login

AVAILABLE LANGUAGES
- German, English, Spanish

PRICE
- This eLTG eLearning course is available as a single-user or multi-user license.
- €216.00 (net) / €257.04 (gross) per year
- Price for multi-user licenses upon request

NOTICE
- We also offer to conduct the LTG – Basic Knowledge of Linear Motion Technology two-day classroom training course either at your location or in our company. In this case, the training package includes the eLTG eLearning course for all participants.
- Try out our eLearning courses using a free guest account: www.boschrexroth.com/elearning